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Пестов А. Б. E2-2008-93 
Самоорганизация физических полей и спин 

Темой настоящего исследования являются законы внутренней самооргани-
зации фундаментальных физических полей. В рамках теории самоорганизации 
открыта геометрическая и физическая природа спиновых явлений. Спиновая 
симметрия (фундаментальная реализация концепции геометрической внутрен-
ней симметрии) и спиновое поле (пространство определяющего представления 
спиновой симметрии) являются ключевыми элементами. Показано, что сущность 
спина проявляется как биполярная структура спиновой симметрии, индуцирован-
ная гравитационными потенциалами. Биполярная структура обеспечивает есте-
ственное нарушение спиновой симметрии и ведет к спинстатике (теории спи-
нового поля вне времени) и спиндинамике. Выведены уравнения спинстатики 
и спиндинамики. Показано, что формула Зоммерфельда может быть выведена 
из уравнений спиндинамики и, следовательно, принцип соответствия выполня-
ется. Это означает, что теория самоорганизации обеспечивает новое понимание 
спиновых явлений. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н. Н. Боголюбова 
ОИЯИ. 
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Self-Organization of Physical Fields and Spin 

The subject of the present investigation is the laws of intrinsic self-organization 
of fundamental physical fields. In the framework of the Theory of Self-Organization 
the geometrical and physical nature of spin phenomena is uncovered. The key 
points are spin symmetry (the fundamental realization of the concept of geometrical 
internal symmetry) and the spinning field (space of defining representation of spin 
symmetry). It is shown that the essence of spin is the bipolar structure of spin 
symmetry induced by the gravitational potentials. The bipolar structure provides 
natural violation of spin symmetry and leads to spinstatics (theory of spinning field 
outside the time) and spindynamics. The equations of spinstatics and spindynamics 
are derived. It is shown that Sommerfeld's formula can be derived from the equations 
of spindynamics and hence the correspondence principle is valid. This means that 
the Theory of Self-Organization provides the new understanding of spin phenomena. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Einstein's Theory of Gravitation and Quantum Mechanics show clearly that 
the physical laws have a more objective character than presupposed earlier. This 
is easy seen since coordinates have no physical meaning in both General Theory 
of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics (notion of trajectory disappears in quantum 
theory of particles, uncertainty principle [1], principle of general invariance [2]). 
Thus, the General Theory of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics are very impor-
tant evidences of the existence of a unique geometric field theory that expresses 
the laws of nature in the absolutely objective form. The «field theory without 
observers» is evidently based on the principle that laws of the real world are ab-
solutely independent of any outer and a priori conditions. The existence of these 
laws is not evident since, by its nature, the field theory based on the principle 
of absolute objectivity establishes the intrinsic laws of Self-Organization of the 
physical fields and raises the questions such as: What is the status of geometry 
in this case? What is physical space of the self-organizing field system? What is 
time? What is evolution in time? What is causality? Is it possible to formulate 
discrete symmetries in a geometrical coordinate-independent form? What is inter-
nal symmetry from the geometrical point of view? What is spin and charge? All 
these questions have a very general character but this seems to be unavoidable 
in order to understand the deeper levels of living reality. It is no doubt that 
the concept of physical space is basic and especially important since we have 
very strong evidences that the essential properties of physical space are tightly 
connected with the most fundamental laws governing the behavior of matter and, 
hence, these properties predetermine the objective physical regularities. 

We express all details of this intimate relationship in the exact mathemat-
ical form and establish the basic principles and laws of the Theory of Self-
Organization as an integral and logically coherent system. The observer himself 
can use Theory of Self-Organization as a unique instrument to learn more objec-
tive information about the physical phenomena itself, and to find new creative 
approaches and innovative possibilities for his own goals (the calculations and 
any activity can be fruitful only on the reliable basis of understanding that Theory 
of Self-Organization provides in full measure). 
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The development of Theory of Self-Organization was originated by the cre-
ation of the natural, argued, and novel concept of time [3]. Time by itself exists 
in the form of the scalar temporal field and is the cornerstone of any dynamical 
theory and, hence, the dynamical theory of spin as well. The coming-into-being 
of Theory of Self-Organization has been completed here with formulation of the 
theory of spin as manifestation of the geometrical structure of physical space in 
the form of spin symmetry with its bipolar structure. From the new concept of 
time it follows directly that there are phenomena outside the time (in this case a 
temporal field is simply absent) [3]. In Theory of Self-Organization this takes the 
form of two divisions: the static (timeless) Theory of Self-Organization and the 
dynamical Theory of Self-Organization. Timeless Theory of Self-Organization of 
the physical fields represents entirely a new division of the field theory and in-
volves the following chapters: spinstatics and gefstatics (the theory of the general 
electromagnetic field outside the time). Gravistatics as an independent chapter 
of Theory of Self-Organization is not considered since its equations with the 
absence of other fields have only a trivial solution. In the dynamical Theory 
of Self-Organization we correspondingly distinguish gravidynamics, spindynam-
ics, the dynamical theory of general electromagnetic field (gefdynamics). Gef-
dynamics involves the Maxwell theory as the theory of a singlet state of the 
general electromagnetic field. The equations of gefdynamics in the geometrical 
form were established in [4]. The connection between statics and dynamics is 
very simple. We consider the 3-dimensional physical space in the static Theory 
of Self-Organization as an initial space cross section of 4-dimensional physical 
space in the dynamical Theory of Self-Organization. Due to this the problem of 
initial singularity disappears. The Big Bang can be considered as a transition of 
a physical system from a timeless state to a dynamical state (as a release of the 
internal potential energy of a timeless system). 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1, we begin a carefull consideration 
of the conceptual structure of Theory of Self-Organization. The concept of 
physical space is introduced and the fundamental role of the positive-definite 
Riemann metric is recognized. In Theory of Self-Organization the physical space 
is a strict realization of the abstract notion of manifold. In Sec. 2, the concepts of 
a really geometrical quantity and geometrical internal symmetry are introduced. 
Geometry has always been at the center of science and it is natural that the 
really geometrical quantities are the parts of nature. With geometrical internal 
symmetry we have the real understanding of the mysterious internal symmetries 
of modern physics (without the introduction of the artificial «charged spaces»). 
Self-organization presupposes that the physical space and internal symmetry are 
tightly connected and kept inseparable. In Theory of Self-Organization only 
three realizations of the general concept of geometrical internal symmetry define 
actually all intrinsic laws of self-organization. The set of the really geometrical 
quantities includes the fundamental physical fields. It is very restricted and the 
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fundamental fields are listed. Section 3 represents the novel concept of time 
and the discrete symmetries in the geometric coordinate-independent form with 
bilateral (left-right) symmetry as the main topic. The bilateral symmetry is the 
fundamental realization of the general concept of geometrical internal symmetry 
and has especially important meaning in spindynamics providing the nontrivial 
introduction of the temporal structure and sufficient reason of complexification. 
In Sec. 4, we introduce the concepts of the spinning field and spin symmetry 
which is the fundamental realization of the general concept of geometrical internal 
symmetry. Spin symmetry actually involves the concept of the isotopic spin of 
current physics and in Theory of Self-Organization it is a unique image and a 
characteristic to describe spin and express its essence. The spinning field is the 
space of representation of the spin symmetry (general linear group GL(2n, R ) . 
Section 5 is devoted to spinstatics where the spinning field is at absolute rest 
(outside the time). It is shown that the equations of spinstatics represent the 
trace of broken spin symmetry but this violation is not complete, and unbroken 
spin symmetry appears in the form of chiral and orient symmetry. In Sec. 6, we 
derive the equations of spindynamics in geometrical form. In spindynamics the 
temporal field enters into the Lagrangian of the spinning field as a symplectic 
structure due to the nontrivial representation of bilateral symmetry. It is found 
that the symplectic (skew-symmetric) scalar product is invariant with respect 
to the peculiar transformations. This observation leads directly to the informal 
(nonartificial) complexification of the theory and ensures the existence of the 
probability measure in space of solutions of the spindynamics equations. The 
importance of this result can be understood as follows. An experimentalist cannot 
observe a quantum system without producing a serious disturbance and hence he 
cannot expect to find any causal relation between the results of his observations. 
However, causality will still be assumed to apply to undisturbed systems and 
the equations which will be set up to describe an undisturbed system will be 
differential equations expressing a causal connection between the conditions at 
one time and the conditions at later time. The deterministic equations of this 
kind should guarantee the existence of the probabilistic measure in the space of 
solutions, which is invariant with respect to time translation. This measure has the 
foundational meaning since it opens up the possibilities of probabilistic description 
when signals from the disturbed system may be nonpredictable; however, their 
statistical properties are reproduced with time. For example, a similar situation 
occurs in the theory of turbulence [5] where the methods of the probability 
theory have the strict and quite practical meaning. It is evident that the same 
situation holds for the so-called quantum systems. In spindynamics unbroken 
spin symmetry plays a more fundamental role than in spinstatics and appears in 
the form of quaternion structure that can be realized dynamically as the Yang-
Mills field. In Sec. 7, the equations of spindynamics are represented in the most 
symmetrical and obviously dynamical form, using the formalism of vector algebra 
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and vector analysis in the 4-dimensional and general covariant form (developed 
in [3] in investigating the role of temporal field in the theory of electromagnetic 
field). Through this, we recognize the operator of evolution in spindynamics as 
the covariant derivative along the stream of time. It differs from the operator 
of evolution for the (general) electromagnetic field and the gravitational field, 
where it is the Lie derivative along the stream of time. In Sec. 8, the concepts 
of internal spin and spin current are introduced and the problem of central field 
is considered, which leads exactly to the Sommerfeld formula. Through this, we 
identify one of the states of the spinning field with an electron in a hydrogen 
atom. Thus, the correspondence principle holds valid. Summary is given in 
Sec. 9. Self-organization of the physical fields is an internal field theory in which 
the physical space and fields are tightly connected and kept inseparable and 
thus the fundamental problem of geometrization gets an adequate solution. Spin 
phenomena emerge in a quite definite system of really geometrical quantities. 
Spinstatics and spindynamics describe these phenomena and give a natural and 
unique way to connect spin with geometry of physical space. The concept of 
spin involves the whole complex of foundational notions and the theory of spin 
phenomena is the fundamental chapter of Theory of Self-Organization which helps 
one to understand the basic structures and the intrinsic connections of physics and 
geometry. By and large the theory of spin phenomena gets in the framework of 
Theory of Self-Organization the status that can be compared with the status of 
the law of energy conservation. 

1. CONCEPT OF PHYSICAL SPACE 

The concept of abstract differential manifold is basic in modern differential 
geometry. In both Geometry and General Relativity a manifold is a priori an 
element and on the given manifold one considers the different metrics and other 
structures. This is not convenient for Theory of Self-Organization since it is free 
from any external and a priori conditions. The abstract theory of manifolds learns 
a given manifold itself. In this case, a process of coming-into-being cannot be 
considered. Thus, this abstract structure from the physical point of view is not 
the most interesting aspect of the theory of manifolds. It is more important to 
know where and how a manifold of a physical system emerges. After Whitney, 
we know that the class of abstract differential manifolds is not wider than the 
class of submanifolds of Euclidean spaces and we use this result to show that the 
realization of abstract manifold as a surface in Euclidean space of a fairly large 
number of dimensions permits one to consider a manifold as physical space, i.e., 
as the inner element of the absolute self-organization. 

The algebraic model of the familiar Euclidean space provides a natural gen-
eralization. The n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn is the linear structure in the 
set of n-tuples (vectors) 
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ĉ — (xx , • • • , ), 

which is defined by the natural rules 

Ax — (Xx1, Ax2, • • • , Axn), 

x + y — (x1 + y1, • •• ,xn + yn), 

where A is a real number and xa are independent real variables (the coordinates 
of points in Rn). Every n-tuple x — (x1, • • • , xn) corresponds a definite position 
in Rn with the known visualization of this position in the dimensions n — 1, 2, 3. 
The distance function is given by 

d ( x , y ) = V ( x l - у 1 ) 2 + --- + (ж™ - у™)2. 

From the known formula d2(y, z) — d2 (x, y) + d2(x, z) — 2d(x, y)d(x, z) cos у 
one can derive the algebraic representation for the cos у and scalar product 

( x - y ) — x 1 y 1 + • • • + xnyn. 

We give the following definition of physical space which is only possible 
in Theory of Self-Organization based on the principle of absolute objectivity. 
The physical space is the 3-dimensional manifold (in the timeless theory of 
self-organization) and the 4-dimensional manifold (in the dynamical theory of 
self-organization) that is realized as a surface in the imbedding Euclidean space 
of a fairly large number of dimensions as follows. The region of 4-dimensional 
physical space is analytically defined by the equations 

xa — F a(u1,u2,u3,u4), 

where the functions Fa(u1 ,u2,u3,u4) of four independent variables u1,u2,u3,u4 

(the Gauss coordinates) are the solution of the characteristic system of nonlinear 
equations in partial derivatives 

dFa dFb 

8ul duj — glj (u ,u ,u ,u ), a, b — 1, • • • , 4 + k, k ^ 0. (1) 

The known functions glj(u1,u2,u3,u4) in the right-hand side of equations (1) 
represent the positive-definite Riemann metric 

ds2 — glj dulduj, (2) 

which we put in correspondence to the gravitational field [3]. The functions 
glj (u) are the solution of the controlling system of equations which connects 
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the gravitational field gij (u) (positive-definite Riemann metric) with other funda-
mental physical fields. In Theory of Self-Organization all physical fields should 
be a manifestation of the geometrical structure of physical space. The full set 
of these fields will be outlined in the following section. The controlling system 
of equations is the essence of the theory and involves the equations of spin-
statics and spindynamics, and the equations of gefstatics and gefdynamics. For 
the gravitational field and the electromagnetic field the controlling system of 
equations was found in [3] (the case of the general electromagnetic field was con-
sidered in [4]). Solving the controlling system of equations we find the functions 
gij(u1,u2,u3,u4) and with this result we can design local physical space and 
find a minimal dimension of imbedding Euclidean space as a result of solution 
of the characteristic system of equations (1). It should be noted that one can-
not exclude the Riemann metric gij as an independent element and works with 
functions F a(u1, - -- и4) only, since in this case the dimension of the imbedding 
Euclidean space should be fixed a priori but this is in contradiction with the 
foundational principle of self-organization that theory should be absolutely inde-
pendent of any outer conditions. The 3-dimensional physical space of the static 
Theory of Self-Organization is defined quite analogously. 

In Theory of Self-Organization of the physical fields the physical space and a 
minimal dimension of the imbedding Euclidean space arises as a result of solution 
of a characteristic system of differential equations (1). The general conclusion 
lies in the fact that the physical space of a self-organizing system is generated 
by the system itself and, hence, they are interdependent. The so-defined physical 
space is the basic notion. This means that all other definitions, notions and 
laws should be connected with the geometrical structure of physical space to 
be geometrical and physical. Galileo and Etvesh experiments demonstrate that 
the «gravitational forces» are inertial in nature and hence they are originated by 
constraints. The equations xa = Fa(u1, •••u4) realize these constraints. The 
field equations provide no means to rule out either multiply-connected physical 
spaces, or physical spaces which are nonorientable. 

2. CONCEPT OF REALLY GEOMETRICAL QUANTITY 

The guide principle of geometrization and self-organization reads: the geo-
metrical structure of physical space (points, curves, congruences of curves, fam-
ilies of curves) determines a very restricted set of really geometrical quantities 
and along with that geometrical internal symmetry that makes these quantities 
variable. 

There is a set of tensor fields [6] connected with the coordinate covering 
of a manifold. However, only some types of the tensor fields are connected 
with the geometrical structure of a manifold and, hence, can be considered as 
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really geometrical quantities. In what follows, we shall extract fundamental 
physical fields out of a set of really geometrical quantities and this is evidently 
the geometrization of physics in the strict sense. The points, curves and families 
of curves (submanifolds) put together the geometrical structure of a manifold 
and hence a scalar field is the simplest really geometrical quantity which can be 
considered as a map that puts into correspondence any point of a manifold of a 
definite number. An important class of really geometrical quantities is defined 
by the functionals on the set of curves and submanifolds. Any curve on an 
n-dimensional manifold is a geometrical locus that is defined by the equations 

7 : ui = ф(1). 

The families of curves (submanifolds Sp) are defined by the equations 

Sp : и1 = ф(ti,t2, ••• ,tp) (p = 2, 3, ...n). 

After Gauss and Riemann and the experiments with the calculations and measure-
ments of the lengths in the Euclidean space and on the sphere, the functional 

l l I : 
Г dui duj 

to 

on a manifold is called the length of the curve. Thus, the really geometrical 
quantity gj is a field introduced at first by Riemann as the positive-definite metric 
on a manifold and, as was explained above, this field plays the fundamental role 
in Theory of Self-Organization. 

The important classes of the functionals on a manifold give the line integral 

f л i f dU / a,id,u = / ai——dt J J dt 

and its generalization on the families of curves in the form of the iterated integrals 

f duil duip 
dti dtp, 

J i1^ip dt1 dtP 

where ai are components of a covector field and ail...i are components of an 
antisymmetrical tensor field of the rank p. Thus, we see (with Stoke's theorem as 
an additional argument) that the covariant antisymmetric tensor fields (including 
a scalar field and a covariant vector field) are the quantities connected with the 
geometrical structure of a manifold and, hence, they all are the really geometrical 
quantities. 
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A congruence of curves (a stream on a manifold) is given by a system of 
regular differential equations 

dui — = vi(u1(t),u2(t),--- ,un(t)). 

The right-hand side of this system of equations is called a vector field on a 
manifold and, hence, the vector field belongs to the set of really geometrical 
quantities. 

The equations of a parallel displacement for a vector field along the given 
curve Y 

dvi ^ k duj 

give one more really geometrical quantity with the components Pjk, known as 
affine (linear) connection. If the curve y belongs to the stream of the vector field 
vl and hence dui /dt = vi, then the linear connection defines a geodesic stream 
on a manifold by the equations 

d2ul „„• duj duk 

+ 0. dt2 jk dt dt 

Thus, the set of quantities connected with the geometrical structure of a manifold 
is very restricted. Let us enumerate the really geometrical quantities: 

1) the positive-definite Reimann metric gj; 
2) the vector field v%; 
3) the affine (linear) connection Pjk; 
4) the scalar and covariant vector fields, antisymmetric covariant tensor fields. 

For our goals it is useful to show the last set of the fields as the 2n-tuple 

a i j i ' ' ' a i j k -l ) • 

This very small zoo of the really geometrical quantities should be sufficient for 
understanding of everything and, hence, for understanding of the essence of spin 
phenomena. To this end, we first of all introduce the general notion of geometrical 
internal symmetry. 

The symmetry principles made their appearance in the twentieth century 
physics with identification of the invariance group of the Maxwell equations. 
With this as a precedent, symmetries took on a character in physicists minds as 
a priori principles of universal validity. The natural generalization appears as the 
fundamental principle that basic laws should be defined by the widest possible 
groups of transformations. So the principle of general invariance (covariance) 
resulted above all in the Einstein theory of the gravitational field. This principle 
proved insufficient to reach the goal at which field physics is aimed: a unified field 
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theory deriving all laws from one common structure of the world. Theory of Self-
Organization gives this structure in the form of geometrical internal symmetry. 

By definition, geometrical internal transformations come in after the in-
troduction of the really geometrical quantities to make these really geometrical 
quantities variable. 

An example of geometrical internal symmetry was discovered at first in 
Weyl 's work [7], where he investigated the process of recalibration in which a 
metric g^ is replaced by g ^ = Xgij in which Л is an arbitrary positive function 
of position. To formulate our guide principle connected with geometrical internal 
symmetry, we compare the group of local diffeomorfisms of a manifold and 
the Weyl recalibrations. The local diffeomorphisms change the really geometrical 
quantities on a manifold as follows. Let U be a domain of definition of coordinates 
on a manifold. In this domain one can consider functions ф1 (и ) for 
which a domain of definition and a range of values coincide. Hence, a local 
diffeomorphism ф is defined 

ф(и1, •••иn), ф : и 

ф(f 1(и), ••• fп(и)) 

ф 1 : и ^ Р(и\ •••ип), 
1 fi(^1(n), •••фп(и)) 

For д = egg, we have 

gij (и)= gki(f (и))fk ( и ) f j (и), 

where fj1 (и) = dj f 1(и). As can be verified by simple calculations, under a 
change of variables и i = и1 (и , • l), иг = и1 (и1, • • • ,ип) the components 
of ggij (и) are transformed as components of a symmetrical tensor. 

The calculations of the lengths of curves is a process on a manifold that is 
invariant with respect to the local diffeomorphisms in the following sense. One 
can calculate the lengths of the set of curves on a manifold with respect to the 
metrics gj(и) and ggij(и) and get the sets of values l(j,g) and l(Y,g). The sets 
l(Y,g) and 1(y, g) are equivalent since l(Y,g) = l(Y,g), where 7 = £>7. We see 
that the Weyl recalibrations g ^ = \ д ц do not induce transformations in the set 
of curves and the set 1(y, g) in general case will differ from the set 1(y, g). It is 
not the case if Л is defined from the equations 

gij(и) = gki(f (и))Лк ( и ) ^ ( и ) = H^gij(u), 

but these equations have in general only a trivial solution. It is also clear that gij 
and g ^ = Xg^ will design, generally speaking, the different physical spaces (see 
equations (1)). This means that if one considers a theory that is invariant with 
respect to the recalibrations g ^ = Xgij, then the metric g^ loses its fundamental 
physical and geometrical meaning and the Weyl geometrical internal symmetry 

и 

и и 
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should be broken, for example, by the equations for the really geometrical quan-
tities in his theory. We consider this situation in more detail to give the exact 
realization of our last statement. Let 

Wjk —rjk + T j k , Tjk — Sj Фk + 5k 4>j — gjk<^i 

be the Weyl connection in which r j k are the Christoffel symbols of the metric 
glj. For the Riemann tensor B l j k

l of the Weyl connection we get 

r> l t"> l | y7 rpl V7 rpl I rpl rpm rpl rpm 
B l j k — R l j k + V l I j k — V j Tlk + T lmT jk — T jmTlk , 

where R l j k
l is the curvature tensor and V l is the covariant derivative with respect 

to the connection T j k . Since the Weyl connection Wjk is invariant with respect 
to the recalibration, in which Ф1 , glj are replaced by 

4>i - X g i j , 

respectively, the tensor B l j k l is also invariant and, hence, the same holds for the 
tensors 

BD l D I Y7 l^l Y7 l^l I l^l rpm rpl rpm 
jk — B l j k — R j k + V l l j k — V j Tlk + T l m T j k — T j m T l k 

and 
H l j — B l j l l — п ( У ф — V j Ф1 ), 

where Rjk is the Ricci tensor. Since, it is desirable to have for Ф1 , glj the equa-
tions of the second order, a violation of the Weyl geometrical internal symmetry 
becomes very natural. Setting 

B — gjkBjk — R — (n — l ) ( n — 2)Ф1 Ф1 + VlSl, Sl — j j — T ^ gkl, 

we see that the recalibration being broken has the trace in the form of the Einstein 
equations for the gravitational field and the Maxwell equations for the electro-
magnetic field with mass. These equations can be derived from the geometrical 
Lagrangian L — aB + bHlj Hlj with a and b being constant. We conclude that 
the really geometrical quantities define the processes in the physical space that 
are not invariant with respect to the geometrical internal symmetry. We formulate 
the general principle that outlines the foundational role of the geometrical internal 
symmetry. 

The geometrical internal symmetry makes the really geometrical quantities 
variable changing their geometrical status and being broken it leaves the trace 
in the form of the differential equations for these quantities that describe all 
phenomena connected with the geometrical internal symmetry. 
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Our main goal here is to define and investigate a realization of the concept 
of geometrical internal symmetry that describes such a phenomenon as spin (spin 
symmetry). Being broken, spin symmetry (as the widest possible group of the 
geometrical internal transformations connected with spin phenomena) designs the 
equations of spinstatics and spindynamics. 

3. CONCEPT OF TEMPORAL FIELD AND DISCRETE SYMMETRIES 

We start with the intrinsic (and coordinate-independent) representation of 
dynamics. From the quantum-mechanical causality discussed above it follows 
that all dynamical laws of the undisturbed systems have the following general 
form: the rate of change with time of certain quantity equals to the result of 
action of some operator on this quantity. The rate of change with time is the 
operator of evolution which defines causality in the field theory. The geometric 
and coordinate-independent definition of this foundational notion is the key point 
of any dynamical theory and cannot be given without the creation of the new 
concept of time. Indeed, in Theory of Self-Organization the coordinates have no 
physical sense. Hence, it is quite obvious that time by itself can be represented 
only as a really geometrical quantity in physical space. The idea was put for-
ward [3] that time by itself is a scalar field suggesting, by way of justification, 
a self-consistent dynamical theory of fields which does not depend on any outer 
conditions (the dynamical division of Theory of Self-Organization). The absolute 
form of the energy conservation was discovered, the fundamental physical mean-
ing of the energy flows was recognized, and the real possibility appeared to seize 
the energy of the gravitational field. In Theory of Self-Organization we deal with 
a redistribution of the different forms of energy and this is the general and the 
most fundamental characteristic of living reality. Thus, dynamics is first of all 
the dynamical equations with the operator of evolution as the manifestation of the 
temporal structure defined by the temporal field. 

In the theory of self-organizing fields properties of time and physical space 
are not defined by the properties of devices and by the methods of measurements 
which are the aspects of the human being. This is the intrinsic matter of the 
physical system by itself. The temporal field (together with other fields) designs 
physical space, as it was explained above, but it has also other very important 
functions in the dynamical theory of self-organizing physical fields and in the 
context of spin as well. It is our goal here to represent shortly these fundamental 
properties of the temporal field. 

The temporal field with respect to the coordinate system u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 in the 
region U of physical space is denoted as 

f (u) = f ( u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 ) . 
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The space cross sections of physical space are defined by the temporal field. For 
the real number t, the space cross section is given by the equation 

f ( u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 ) = t. (3) 

Since the temporal field is a scalar field, the partial derivatives define the covector 
field ti = di f. The gradient of the temporal field (or the stream of time) is the 
vector field t with the components 

.. df 

where gij are the contravariant components of the positive-definite Riemann met-
ric (2). The gradient of the field of time defines the direction of the most rapid 
increase (decrease) of the field of time. The rate of change with time of some 
quantity is the Lie derivative or the covariant derivative in the direction of the 
gradient of the field of time. The symbols Dt and V t = ti V . denote these 
operations, where V i is the covariant derivative with respect to the connection 
that belongs to the Riemann metric gj. 

The rate of change with time of the temporal field itself is given by the 
formula Dtf = V t f = tidi f = gijdif dj f. Since Dtf is a generalization of 
d 

— t, the temporal field obeys the fundamental equation 
dt 

The rate of change with time of the gravitational potentials gij is given by the 
expression 

k dgij dtk dtk 

For the antisymmetric covariant tensor field a.ij...k of rank p we have 

Dta,ij...i = tk dk aij...i + pak[j...i di]tk. 

Similar formulae can be presented for any geometrical quantities. The operator 
Vt has no sense for the cases of the gravitational field and the general elec-
tromagnetic field since Vtgij = 0 identically and the potentials of the general 
electromagnetic field are themselves a linear connection (from the geometrical 
point of view) [4]. Thus, it was very difficult to recognize that in spindynamics 
the operator of evolution takes the form V t . Now we shall introduce in the geo-
metrical (coordinate-independent) form the following discrete symmetries: time 
reversal and bilateral symmetry. These symmetries play the foundational role in 
Theory of Self-Organization in general and especially as regards the theory of 
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spin phenomena. First of all, let us consider the very important notion of time 
reversal and invariance with respect to this symmetry. It is almost evident that in 
the geometrical form the time reversal invariance means that a theory is invariant 
with respect to the transformations 

T : ti -Л -ti. 

It is clear that a theory will be time reversal invariant if the gradient of the 
temporal field appears in all formulae only as an even number of times, like titj. 
This definition should be explained in more detail. The definition and properties 
of the intrinsic system of coordinates t, x , x , x can be found in [3]. In this 
system of coordinates for the temporal field we have f (t,x1,x2,x3) = t and 
thus, in the intrinsic system of coordinates the rate of change with time of any 
field is simply equal to the partial derivative with respect to t, i.e., Dt = d/dt 
(see, for example, the formula for the rate of change with time of the symmetric 
tensor field given above). If we reverse time setting tl = -ti, then the lines of 
time are parametrized by the new variable t. It is not difficult to show that there 
is a one-to-one and mutually continuous correspondence between the parameters 
t and t given by the relation t = —t. From here it is clear that in the system of 
coordinates defined by the time reversal, the variable —t will be the coordinate of 
time. Thus, the geometric (coordinate-independent) definition of the time reversal 
is adjusted to the familiar definition that is connected with the transformation of 
coordinates. 

Now let us consider how to introduce the foundational notion of right and left 
in the framework of Theory of Self-Organization. It is very important to recognize 
that the symmetry of the right and left (bilateral symmetry) is the realization of 
the concept of geometrical internal symmetry and is tightly connected with the 
stream of time. A pair of the vector fields v and v has the bilateral symmetry 
with respect to the stream of time if the sum of these fields is collinear to the 
gradient of the temporal field and their difference is orthogonal to it, 

v + v = At, ( v , t ) = (v , t ) , 

where (v, w) = gijviwj = viwi is the scalar product. In components, we have 

V1 +vi = Xt\ (V -v% = 0 

and, hence, 

v1 = 2(v, t ) t - v i = (2tHj - с5}У, v i = (2tHj -

If the vector field vi is right-sided (lies to the right from the stream of time), then 
the vector field v1 will be left-sided (lies to the left from the stream of time). 
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The choice as to which is right or left is determined arbitrarily. We see that 
if (v, t ) = 0, then v1 = —vl. Symmetry of right and left v1 = 2(v, t )tl — vl 

may be presented in the form of the linear transformation v1 = RjV^, where 
Rj = 2titj — Sj, Det(Rj) = —1. This transformation is natural to call the 
reflection. Thus, for the other really geometrical quantities the bilateral symmetry 
may be represented as the reflection. Since v1 = RjV^, for the metric tensor 
we have = = g^ and, hence, g ^ is invariant with respect to the 
reflection. The same holds for the stream of time. This is the natural result. In 
the case of antisymmetric tensor fields we have 

Fii-ip = R j • •• j F j i - - - j p = ( — 1)p(Fii-ip — 2ptkFk[i2-iptii), (5) 

where the square bracket [...] denotes the process of alternation over p indices. 
For p = n we obtain 

= ) n + l F i ^ i n . (6) 
Thus, with the temporal field not only evolution is tightly connected but the 
notion of right and left as well. The equivalence of the right and left can be 
considered as an important principle. The scalar product is invariant with respect 
to the reflection. Indeed, (v, w ) = (v, w ) since g^ is invariant with respect to 
the reflection. 

Here it is convenient to make a general remark about the so-called pseudo-
Riemann geometry. This title is connected with the quadratic form 

that is not positive definite. Let 

v = gij 

be the positive definite quadratic form. Then a tensor ^ • can be represented as 
follows: д ц = g ikSj . We get 

Tp = gijvivj = gikvWS!? = gikviwk, 

where wk = vj Sk. It is evident that the pseudo-Reimann quadratic form has 
the geometric meaning of the angle between two directions. Thus, one can 
avoid using the pseudo-geometrical terminology and concentrate on recognizing 
the geometrical meaning of the operator Sj

i in the framework of the genuine 
Riemann geometry defined by the positive-definite Riemann metric. We should 
like to remind that the Euclidean geometry underlies geometry. Euclid put us on 
the truth track by taking space as the primary concept of science. 

The associated scalar product defined by the bilateral symmetry has the form 

(v, w) = (v, w) . 

J v = gijv v 
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It is not difficult to show that the associated scalar product is also invariant with 
respect to the reflection: (v, w) = (v ,w) . Let us consider the physical meaning 
of the associated scalar product (v, w). Since 

(v,v) = (v ,v ) = 2(v, t ) 2 - (v ,v) = |v |2(2cos2 у — 1) = |v | 2 cos2y , 

where у is the angle between the vectors vl and t%, the associated scalar product 
is indefinite and can be positive, negative or equal to zero, according to the value 
of the angle <p. In particular, (v, v) = 0, if у = 7г/4. Thus, the associated scalar 
product (v, w) is time reversal invariant and permits one to classify all vectors 
depending on what angle they form with the stream of time. As we see from the 
formula (v, v) = - v V , where 

g i j = 2 t i t j - 9ij, ( 7 ) 

the associated scalar product may be formalized with the help of the auxiliary 
metric g^ as the metric of the normal hyperbolic type, which is defined by 
the temporal field and the bilateral symmetry. The contravariant components 
of the tensor field are g = gl^2tlP — дг:>. Hence, the bilateral symmetry 
defines the natural causal structure on the physical space and can be identified 
with it. The conclusion lies in the fact that with the temporal field we get full 
understanding of the Lorentzian metric on the basis of the positive-definite metric 
and the bilateral symmetry. From different points of view, it is very important to 
recognize that in GR time was eliminated by the pseudometric but this leads up 
to the insurmountable conceptual difficulties [8]. Since the bilateral symmetry is 
the realization of the concept of the geometrical internal symmetry, we conclude 
that equations of gravidynamics are defined by the internal symmetry because the 
simplest passage from statics to dynamics can be realized as the increasing of 
the dimension of physical space and the exchange of the positive definite metric 
by the auxiliary metric (7). Let us pay a bit of attention to this point. The 
bilateral symmetry gives an evident method of introduction of the temporal field 
into Lagrangians of the physical fields. The cases of the gravitational field and the 
electromagnetic field were considered in [3]. The geometrical representation of 
the dynamical laws of the gravitational field is defined by the Lagrangian L = R, 
where R is the scalar that is constructed from the auxiliary metric (7) following 
the formulae of the Riemann geometry. Since the auxiliary metric (7) is defined 
by the two fields connected by equation (4), it is necessary to pay special attention 
when deriving the equations of field. A standard method is to incorporate the 
constraint (4) via a Lagrange multiplier e = e(u), rewrite the action density for 
gravity field in the form Lg = R + e(gl4itj — 1) and treat the components of the 
fields gij and f as independent variables. Thus, one needs to vary the action 

A = l I RVd^u + f Lm(g, F)yfg d4u + i f e - 1)^9 d \ 
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where g = Det(<?jj) > 0 and Lm(~g, F) is the Lagrangian density of the system 
of other fields F which incorporates time through the auxiliary metric (7) in the 
conventional form (Lagrangian Lm(g,F) depends only on the values of g^ in 
point). It is a very important condition since the minimal interaction of the fields 
with gravity is supposed. The concept of potential field [4] is the realization 
of this principle. The method of introduction of causality with the help of the 
auxiliary metric (7) does not require special explanation but in the case of spinning 
field it demands a more fine consideration. In general, it is not evident also how 
to derive the dynamical laws (the form of which was defined earlier) from their 
geometrical representation. This problem was solved in the two important cases 
of the electromagnetic field and gravidynamics in [3]. Here we use the results 
obtained in this work to derive equations of spindynamics in evidently dynamical 
(Hamiltonian) form. 

The bilateral symmetry can be considered also as the starting point in the 
theory of the general electromagnetic field. Indeed, let us consider a pair of vector 
fields v and v with bilateral symmetry v1 = Щу^. It is clear that the notion of 
the parallel displacement is not applied to this system of vector fields. From 
the equations of parallel displacement it follows that the parallel displacement of 
the system in question is defined by a pair of the connections and P*k with 
bilateral symmetry, i.e., 

P j k _ R m P j n R k + R m d j Щ; • 

Be extended in the evident manner, the bilateral symmetry gets status of the 
geometrical internal symmetry GL(n, R ) with the following law of transformation 
of the potentials of the general electromagnetic field (linear connection) 

~рг si Pm T n + Qi д T m 
P jk ~ S m P j n T k I ° m u j 1 k , 

where ТЩ are components of the field Sinverse to S, Sl
k Tk _ Sj • In this 

framework the affine connection gets the status of the physical field with internal 
properties (the general electromagnetic field) and the problems of geometrization 
of the electromagnetic field and dark matter get their natural solution [4] (see also 
Ref. [10]). Here we introduce the electric Euk and magnetic Mukconstituents of 
the general electromagnetic field strength setting 

Ецк = V Hjuk, Mnk=tWjU
k, H juk = -ejimnHmnk, 

where H j u k is the strength tensor of the general electromagnetic field. 
It is interesting that the concept of the potential field (introduced in [4]) and 

the concept of the really geometrical quantity actually outline the same set of 
fundamental fields. 
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It should be noted that for any Sj we have the decomposition Sj = Pj + Qj, 
where 

1 , 1 
2 

Pj =-(S} + S)), Q) = -(S^-Si), S}=gikSl
kgij. 

We have from the definition that Pi- = Pjj, Qj = —Qj, or Pij = Pji, Qij = 
—Qji, where P j = Plglj, Q i j = Ql

iglj. Thus, on the group GL(n, R ) there 
is a bipolar structure which is defined by the representatives of the set of really 
geometrical quantities. 

Orientation is the antisymmetrical tensor eij...ki («element of volume») nor-
malized as ei2...n = т/д, where g = Det(<?jj). In what follows, it will be shown 
that the orientation eij...ki defines a generator of one parameter group of transfor-
mations, which will be called the group of orient symmetry. The group of orient 
symmetry plays the important role in spinstatics and especially in spindynamics. 

4. SPIN AND BIPOLAR STRUCTURE OF SPIN SYMMETRY 

With the general definition of linear space we have nothing to do with 
preferred dimension of this space. However, from the geometrical point of 
view, the dimension 2" is singled out. Indeed, the binomial formula shows that 
2" = J2"= 0 C", where C" denotes the number of distinct combinations of p 
objects chosen from n. The covariant totally antisymmetrical tensor field 
has C" components. Thus, on the n-dimensional manifold there is natural linear 
space of the dimension N = 2" that can be constructed from the really geo-
metrical quantities. The general element A of this space can be represented as 
2"-tuple 

A = (a, a h , ah h , •••ai1...in). ( 8 ) 

However, from the initial geometrical interpretation it follows that this object con-
sists of independent blocks and cannot be considered as a unit. The concept of 
the geometrical internal symmetry makes it possible to remove this discrepancy. 
As a starting point, let us consider the linear space of the covector fields (ц. To 
make this really geometrical quantity variable, we can consider only two kinds 
of the general covariant internal transformations: аг = Ь^а/. and a j = (ц + д^ф, 
where Lj is a tensor field of type (1,1) (linear operator). Reversible transforma-
tions of the first type form the group GL(n; R ) of local transformations and the 
transformations of the second kind are known as the gauge transformations. It is 
easy to see that the group of geometrical internal transformations GL(n; R ) is not 
the group of external automorphisms of the gauge group and vice versa. Since 
the group GL(n; R ) violates the equivalence relation defined by the gauge group 
it is natural to separate the set of covector fields into the class of really covector 
fields and the class of differential forms. In the first case, the covector fields are 
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a basis of the representation of the GL(n; R ) group and in the second one, it is a 
basis of the gauge group representation. It is clear that the gauge transformations 

aii - - -ip = aii - - -ip + pd[ii ф^ - - -ip] 

map p-form onto p-form and hence we cannot consider 2n-tuple (8) as a set of 
p-form. The same situation occurs if we consider only transformations of the 
following form: 

a i i - - - ip = L'ii ' ' ' L j p a j i - - - jp. 

Hence, the gauge transformations and the transformations of the GL(n; R ) group 
are not suitable for solution of our problem and we shall consider the group of 
geometrical internal transformations GL(2n; R ) which are defined as follows. Let 
us consider the set of totally antisymmetrical tensor fields of the type (p, q), 

L j i - - j , (p,q = 0, 1,• • • ,n). 

A geometrical internal transformation (linear operator) in the space of 2n-tup-
les (8) is defined by the equations A — LA., where (LA)^ . . . ^ — a,i1...i , p — 
0,1 , • • • n and 

i i i p A ^ / q = o q! i i - - - i p j i j q 

Here and in what follows, it will be convenient to show only a general element 
aii---,, of 2n-tuple (8) assuming that p runs from 0 to n. In accordance with the 
definition, we have for the multiplication of the two transformations in question 
N = LM 

1 
Jr = 0 1V±kl -kr' 

The identical transformation E is defined by the conditions 

Д _ I r f c i - f t r M ' i - ' p 
jl-'-jq Z-^lr = 0 r \ Jl-'-jq к 

E j i - - j =0, i f P = q, E j i - - j = S j i - - 1 , 

where the generalized Kronecker delta is used 

The so-defined local internal transformations form the group of the spin symmetry 
GL(2n, R ) which allows one to consider the 2n-tuple (8) as a unit. Thus, the 
status of the group GL(2n, R ) is established. With respect to the group of the 
spin symmetry the 2n-tuple (8) will be known in what follows as the spinning 
field. We started from the set of the really geometrical quantities and introduced 
the concept of the spin symmetry as the realization of the concept of geometrical 
internal symmetry. 
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Let us define the positive definite fundamental bilinear quadratic form in the 
linear space in question as follows: 

x—ли 1 . . . . 
( A I B ) = • - - g ™ . (9) 

We have (A|B) = (B|A) , (A|A) > 0. The scalar product (9) is invariant with 
respect to the transformations A = LA if LL = E, where L is the transposed 
operator with respect to the metric tensor gj 

f i i - " i p = ii ki gipkp j h - l q 
L j l -jq = g ' ' ' g L k i - k p g j i l i ' ' ' g3q lq ' 

It is easy to show that LM = ML. 
According to the principle of sufficient cause, nothing happens without there 

being a reason why it should be thus rather than otherwise. We consider real spin 
fields since in accordance with the principle of sufficient cause there is no essential 
informal reason to introduce the complex spinning field. Only the existence of 
these reasons has the foundational significance and represents real interest and 
motivation for the complexification. 

To define the group of the spin symmetry, we have introduced a set of tensor 
fields that is not directly connected with the geometrical structure of the physical 
space. We shall give a representation of transformations of the group GL(2U, R ) 
in the framework of the really geometrical quantities. We construct a natural 
general covariant basis in the Lee algebra gl(2U, R ) of GL(2U, R ) and uncover 
spin as the bipolar structure on the group of the spin symmetry GL(2U, R) . After 
that the spin symmetry will be broken and visualized as equations of spinstatics 
and spindynamics. With this, we recognize the real significance and manifestation 
of the spin symmetry. 

Let us consider in the space of the spinning fields (8) the natural algebraic 
operators A = EvA and A = / v A defined by the vector field v% as follows: 

Ev : aii--ip = pv[ha,i2...ip], Iv : aii--ip = v k a ^ , ( p = 1, • • • , n ) , 

where the square brackets [ • • • ] denote the process of alternation and vi = gj vj. 
For any vector fields vi and w1 we have 

IvEw + EwIv = (v, w) •E, (10) 

where (v, w) = gijv%wj. To prove formula (10) a very useful relation 

(P + 1 ) v [ k a i i •••ip] = v k a i i - i p - Pak[i2 •••ip v i i ] 

should be taken into account here and in what follows. We mention also the 
evident relations 

EvEw + EwEv = 0, IvIw + Iw Iv = °. 
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To complete the preliminary, let us introduce the numerical diagonal operator Z 
that is defined by the conditions 

j j = 0, i f p = ^ j • j = (—1)pj• j . 

From the definition of Z, we immediately have the following relations: 

Ev Z + ZEv = 0, Iv Z + ZIv = 0, Z 2 = E. 

Now we introduce the fundamental operators: 

Qv = Ev — Iv, Qv = (Ev + Iv)Z, 

which define a bipolar structure (spin) on the group of the spin symmetry 
GL(2", R). 

From the definition and (10), it follows that: 

QvQw + QwQv = —2(v, w) • E, QvQw + QwQv = —2(v, w) • E, (11) 

and hence 
QV = QV = —(v, v) E = —v2 E. 

We also get the important relation 

QvQw Qw Qv (12) 

that fulfills at any v and w. 
Further, let us introduce the operator 

Qv Aw 2 (QvQw QwQv)• 

It is easy to see that 

4 vAw 
where Д is Gram's determinant 

QvAw = — ^ • E , (13) 

= (v, v) (v, w) 
(v, w) (w, w) 

Of course, the same relation holds for the operator 

Qv Aw ^ (QvQw QwQv) • 

The last formula can be generalized as follows. We take m(m = 2, 3, ••• ,n) 
linear-independent vector fields v , w, ••• , z and introduce the operator that is 
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defined as an alternated product of the operators Qv, Qw, ••• ,QZ and Qv, 
Qw , , Qz 

QvAw-'-Az — ti.Q'vQ w ' ' ' Qz QwQv ' ' ' Qz + • • •), m! 

QvAw "Az 7\QvQw * * * Qz QwQv ' ' ' Qz + • • •). m! 

We see that the operators QvAw--Az and QvAw--Az commute with each other 
and all their possible products put together the general covariant basis in the Lie 
algebra gl(2n, R ) of the spin-symmetry group GL(2n, R)) . The total number of 
these operators is equal to 2n • 2n (including the identical operator E). Thus, in 
the space in question transformations of the group GL(2n, R ) can be represented 
in terms of the really geometrical quantities and spin symmetry is the fundamen-
tal realization of the concept of geometrical internal symmetry. We see that the 
Riemann metric looks like a «prism» and the spin symmetry (like light) demon-
strates its bipolar structure passing through this prism and becomes apparent in 
the form of the operators Qv, • • • , QvAw • Az on one pole and the operators 
Qv, • • • QvAw -Az on the other pole. 

To represent this bipolar structure more visually, let us consider the n linear-
independent vector fields v— (/ = 1 , 2, • • • ,n) . It is always possible to construct 
from this set of vector fields a system of the orthogonal and unit vector fields E— 

with respect to the given metric gij, 

(E—, E v , ) = gijE— Щ, = S—v, 

where S—v = 0, / = v, S—— = 1, / = 1, 2, • • • n and E— are functions of v— and 
gij. Let us denote the operators QE^ and QEm as Q— and Q—, respectively. With 
this, we get from (11) and (12) 

Q—Qv + QvQ— 2S—v • E , Q—Q v + QvQ— 2S—v • E , Q—Qv QvQ—. 

At last we introduce the operators 

Q iiu ^{Q^Qu - Q M , Q»V = tXQ»QV-QVQV)-

The spin structure is quite clear from the consideration of the Lie algebras of the 
GL(2n, R ) subgroups that are defined as follows. We set 

Кц — -Q^, Кц — Q-, S^u — Q ци 

and get the following commutation relations: 

[K—, Kv] S—v, [ S — v , SaT ] S—тSav SavS—т + S—aSVT S V T S a — , 

[K—, K v ] S—v, [ S — v , SaT] S — T S a v SavS—T + S—aSVT S V T S a — , 

[K—, Kv] = [K— , Sav] = 0, [S—v, Ka] = [S—v, SaT] = 0. 
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We see that these commutation relations give two general covariant spinor rep-
resentations of the group of conformable transformations of the sphere S"-1. 
Since 

(A|QMB) = — (QMA|B), ( A ) Q B) = —(Q„A\B), 

(A\\Q^ B) = — (Q^ A |B) , (A\Q^ B)) = — (Q^ A |B) , 

the scalar product (9) is invariant with respect to the transformations A = LA, 
A = LA, where 

L = exp ( К у + ^ S ^ ) , I = exp ( К ^ + ^ S ^ ) , 

and , Z z v v is the set of real scalar fields. 
Thus, spin emerges as the bipolar structure of the spin symmetry and two sets 

of the commuting operators Qv, ••• , Qvaw• • • AZ and Qv, ••• , Qvaw• • • AZ realize 
this structure. The bipolar structure of the spin symmetry gives a natural way of 
violation of the spin symmetry and derivation of equations of the spinning field. 

5. SPINSTATICS 

Here we consider natural general covariant differential operators for the spin-
ning field that are defined by the bipolar structure. These differential operators 
give a natural method to violate the spin symmetry and develop the most objec-
tive theory of spin phenomena. In this section, we formulate the theory of the 
spinning field at absolute rest or outside the time (spinstatics). In this case, we 
consider the physical space without temporal structure. The physical space with 
temporal structure and the dynamical theory of the spinning field (spindynamics) 
will be formulated in what follows. By its nature Aether is at absolute rest (we 
may say now that outside the time). Thus, the timeless self-organized systems 
of fields actually represent Aether. This section may be considered as both an 
independent investigation and a basis for spindynamics. 

Let Vi be the covariant derivative with respect to the connection belonging 
to the Riemann metric gij. The Christoffel symbols of this connection are 

r}fc = \ д г \ д з 9 к 1 + dkQji - digjk). 

The evident correspondence between vi and Vi (vi and V1 = gij У j) gives the 
opportunity to introduce two natural general covariant differential operators for 
the spinning field as manifestation of the bipolar structure 

D = Qv, D = Qv. 
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These operators inherit the property (12) 

DD = D D. 

The trace from the bipolar structure of the spin symmetry takes form of 
two general covariant equations for the real spinning field spatially extended, yet 
timeless. The spin symmetry will be broken if we establish the equation 

DA = mA (14) 

or the dual equation 
D A = mA. (15) 

Equations (14) and (15) represent the bipolar structure of the spin symmetry and 
in view of this we formulate the duality principle: there are two universes dual to 
each other. The equation D A = m A characterizes one world and the equation 
DA = mA characterizes the other world. In accordance with this, we give the 
full representation of the bipolar structure. 

We have two identities 

(A |DB) - (B |DA) = ViTi, (A |DB) - (B |DA) = ViTTi. (16) 

The components of the vector fields Ti and T% can be found from the relations 

vi Ti = (QvA|B) = - ( A | Q v B), vi T = (QvA|B) = - ( A | Q v )B). 

We see that the operators D and D are self-adjoint and ViTi = 0 if A and B 
are solutions to the spin equation (and the same for ViTi). From (16) it follows 
that equations (14) and (15) can be derived from the Lagrangians: 

1 vn — 1 — mv 
£ = -(A\DA) - —(A|A) , £ = —(A\DA) - —(A |A) . 

It is clear that £ = 0 if A is a solution of equation (14) and the same for £ . 
The spin symmetry is broken by equations (14) and (15). Let us consider in 

to what extent. Generally speaking, the operators QvAwA--z can commute with 
the operator D and the same holds for the pair D, Qvawa-z . We remind the 
characteristic relation QvQw = QwQv. It is evident that 

DQv = QvD, IT Qv = QvD, 

if Vi.vj = 0. This condition is a very strong restriction since the class of the 
Riemann spaces so defined is very poor. For example, the equations Vivj = 0 
have only trivial solution in the Riemann spaces of a constant curvature. Now we 
consider the operators of the form Qvaw and QTvAw. The operators of this class 
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are generated by the totally antisymmetric tensor field viwj — Vjwi which is called 
simple. We consider the general antisymmetric tensor field S j and the dual spin 
operators generated by this field are denoted by Qs and Q s . The component 
representation takes the form 

( ^ A ) ^ - - -ip 

( Q s A ) i i - - -ip 

P(P — 1) 1 
S[i1i2

ai3---ip] ~ a k l i 1 - i p + _P<Sfc[ii( P]' 

P(P — ^ S[ [i 1 i2 ai'3 - - -i ,] + 7;SklakH1-ip +pSk[ i i
 a

 - i2 - - - ip]. 

We have DQs = QsD, and DQs = QsD, if 

V iS j k = 0. 

On a manifold of an even dimension one can impose (without loss of generality) 
one more condition on S i j 

S i k S j l g k l — 9 i j . 

Among the all conceivable Riemann manifolds of an even dimension these equa-
tions single out a very interesting class of manifolds which admit a complex 
analytical structure [11]. We have in this case j Q | = —E, j Q | = —E. One 
can put forward an idea that all gravitational phenomena are described by the 
set of the Kahler metrics, if we consider physical phenomena outside the time. 
However, it is natural to connect the complex analytical structure with the electric 
charge. However, in spinstatics the spinning field does not carry charge since 
charge is a dynamical effect due to the existence of the temporal structure (this 
will be clear under the formulation of spindynamics). That is why it is natural 
to suppose that in spinstatics dimension n of the physical space is odd (equal to 
three, n = 3.) Another essential argument is that equations (14) and (15) being 
written in the component form are very unsymmetrical and only in the dimension 
n = 3 we can present them in a simple and symmetrical form. We set in this 
case a = a, a i j k = —eijkв, a i j = eijkbk, and using the formalism of the 
usual vector analysis in the general covariant form, we get the following system 
of equations of spinstatics: 

—div a = ma, 
—div b = mp, 

rot a + grad p = m b , 
rot b + grad a = m a . 

(17) 

The dual equation (15) takes the form 

—div a = ma, 
—div b = mp, 

—rot a + grad p = m b , 
—rot b + grad a = m a . 

k 

k 
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Thus, the main equations of spinstatics are derived. In what follows, it will be 
useful to compare these equations with analogous equations in spindynamics for 
better understanding of the dynamical theory itself and the role of temporal field. 

We see that in general the spin symmetry is broken by the equations of 
spinstatics itself or by taking into account the gravitational effects. However, 
there is a very interesting exclusion here. When the number of the vector fields 
is equal to the dimension of a manifold we can set v Л w •••Л z = e, where e is 
antisymmetrical tensor ei1 ...in. We set in this case 

QvAw • • • Az = H, QvAw • • • Az = H . 

As above, for the operators H and H we have 

DH = HD, D H = HDD, 

if ei1...in = 0. This is the case if ei1...is orientation of manifold («element 
of volume») with normalization ei...n = yjg. We write these dual operators 
(operators of orient symmetry) in component form 

( — 1 ) n ( n - p ) ( n - p + 1 ) 

( - 1 ) " ( 

(n — p)! (n 

and derive the following relations: 

о — о n (n+1) — — 

H = H = ( - 1 ) 2 E, HZ=(-l)nZH, HZ = (-l)nZH, 

HQV + ( — 1)nQvH = 0, hqv + ( — 1)nQvH = 0. 
It is evident that 

hd + (—i)nDH = 0, HD + (—i)nDH = 0, 

and with respect to the equation D A = m A operator H will be called the operator 
of chirality and the same for the dual pair D,H. We also have(HHA)i1...ip = 
( — 1)P(n+1)ail...ip, and hence 

H h = hH = z 

j1 •••Jn-p 

for the even dimension, and 

H H = HH = E 

for the odd dimension. In the case n = 3, we have H2 = E, H2 = E, H = 
H, and hence there are states with orient parity equal to ±1. For HA = A, we 
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have a = в, a = b , and in the other case a = —в, a = —b. We see that all 
phenomena of spinstatics are described by the equations 

—div a = ma, 
rot a + grad a = m a , 

or dual equations 
—div a = ma, 

—rot a + grad a = m a . 

We supplement the equations of spinstatics by the equations of gravistatics 

G i j = Tij, 

where С ц = R i j — r;Rgij is Einstein's tensor and T ^ can be found from the 
relation S£ = jT^Sg^ or from the dual relation S£ = ^TijSg. The equations 
of gravistatics have nontrivial solutions, if Tij = 0, since in the dimension n = 3 
the curvature tensor R j = 0, if Gj = 0. From equations (14) and (15) it 
follows that A is an eugenvector of the self-adjoint operators with eigenvalue 
m. On a given 3-dimensional Riemann manifold one can find eugenevectors 
and eigenvalues of the operators rot, D and D. We conclude that if the full 
classification of the 3-dimensional Riemann manifolds is known, all solutions of 
the equations of spinstatics and gravistatics may be found. 

6. SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE AND SPINDYNAMICS 

We start the consideration of spindynamics from the bilateral symmetry to 
introduce a bilinear quadratic form associated with (9) (see, for comparison, 
Sec. 3). In other words, we want to find an adequate realization of the bilateral 
symmetry for the case of the spinning field. In accordance with (5), it is natural 
to start from the consideration of the operator 

(RA)ii...ip = R j • • • R j j . . j p = ( — 1 f K . . . i p — 2ptkak[i2...pt^) 

that gives the straightforward representation of the bilateral symmetry. We con-
sider this representation only as the starting point for a more fine consideration. 
Taking into account the definition of the operators Ev, Iv and Qv, Qv, we get 
sequentially 

R = Z (E — 2EtIt) = —QtQt-

This representation opens a new possibility to treatise the bilateral symmetry in 
the case of the spinning field. We define that a system of two spinning fields A 
and A possesses the bilateral symmetry if 

A = QtA. 
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On the other pole we have the following representation of the bilateral symmetry: 

A = QtA. 

In view of this, let us consider two skew-symmetrical bilinear forms 

[A, B] = (Qt A |B) , [A, B] = (Qt A |B) , 

[B, A] = (QtB|A) = - ( B | Q t A ) = - [A , B]. 

We discovered that the symplectic scalar product is invariant with respect to the 
following peculiar transformations: 

The rotations in the space (A, B) do not commute with the hyperbolic turns. If 
we consider the infinitesimal transformations we get the following two by two 
matrices: 

for which the following relations hold valid i2 = - 1 , m 2 = 1,im + mi = 0. If 
we consider A ± i B , A ± m B , then A ' ± i B ' = exp ( ± i ^ ) ( A ± i B ) , A ' ± m B ' = 
e x p ( ± m ^ ) ( A ± mB). We see that the space (A, B) can be oriented by two 
different ways. We consider the first possibility since it leads to the probability 
measure in the space of solutions of spindynamics equations. This does not mean 
that the second possibility has no sense, but nevertheless we restrict here our 
consideration to the first case only. 

Now the complexification has the fundamental geometrical and physical rea-
sons (connected with the temporal structure and the bilateral symmetry) and we 
shall consider in what follows the complex spinning fields (oriented with respect 
to the peculiar transformations in question). We again have the bipolar structure 
but in the following form: 

Ф = ^ - ( А + гВ), 
2 2 

After the substitution 

V2 * 
A = V ( * +Ф), 2 2 

we get 

[A, B] = i ( Q t i |Ф), [ A B ] = i ( Q t i |Ф). 
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Our goal is to derive equations of spindynamics following the described 
above general method (see Sec. 3). This presupposes that at the first stage we 
derive equations of spindynamics in the geometrical form (using the formalism of 
the auxiliary metric (7)). After that we represent these equations of spindynamics 
in the dynamical form which reads: the rate of change with time of the spinning 
field is equal to the result of action of some operator on this field. To this end, 
let us consider the bilinear quadratic form in the spin space that is defined by the 
auxiliary metric g^ = 'Ititj — g^, g = 2 t l P — дг:>, 

<A|B) = ] T 
P=O p! 

?• • b- • 77*Ul • • -7? '«l-ip u ] i - ] p
 y y «p jp (18) 

Since 7fJ = R3
kg , we have the following relation between two quadratic forms: 

<A|B) = (А|ДВ) = - ( A | Q t Q tB) — (QtA|QQtB) = (Q?t A|Q tB). (19) 

We introduce also the operators Lv and Lv that correspond to Qv and Qv but 
are defined by the auxiliary metric (7). We have the following relations between 
these operators: 

Lv = QVZ - (t, v)(Q tZ - Qt), Lv = QVZ + (t, v)(Qt - Q tZ). 

It is easy to see that 

Lt = Qt, Lt = Qt and Lv QvZ, Lv — Qv Z, 

when a vector v is orthogonal to the stream of time, (t, v) — 0. 
Let r*fc be the Christoffel symbols belonging to the auxiliary metric g^ = 

2 t i t j — g^ and V j be the covariant derivative with respect to this auxiliary 
connection. We introduce the dual operators 

П = LW, n = Lw. 

The fundamental Lagrangians of spindynamics take the form 

£t = - ^ < д 4 Ф | П Ф > + |п Ф) + im(Qt Ф |ф), 

£t = ~(Qt Ф | П Ф ) + ^(QtФ|П Ф ) + im(Qt Ф | Ф ) . 

Thus, the temporal structure is incorporated into spindynamics in accordance with 
the new representation of the bilateral symmetry since 

<Qt Ф |ф) — (Qt Ф |ф) , <Qt Ф |ф) — (Qt Ф |Ф). 

1 n 
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We see that the Lagrangians of spindynamics are not invariant with respect to 
the time reversal T: ti ^ —ti (they change sign, £ - t = —£t, £ - t = — £t)-
We conclude that the energy-momentum tensor (that can be derived from the 
equations 6£t = ^TijSTfi, S£t = ^T^Sg1^) changes sign under the time 
reversal. Thus, the equations of gravidynamics [3] 

G i j + T i j £ t i t j 

are not invariant under the time reversal (Einstein's tensor Gj of the auxiliary 
metric ^ • is invariant under time reversal). This means that the gravitational 
interactions of the spinning fields break invariance with respect to the time reversal 
and the arrow of time appears. However, this consideration is not full. Indeed, 
the Lagrangians £t and £ t change sign under the transformation 

* * 
C : Ф ^ Ф , Ф ^ Ф. 

* 
We conclude that if a pair of Ф and Ф represents the spinning matter and moves 

* 
forward in time, then a pair of Ф and Ф represents the spinning antimatter and 
moves backward in time (see, for comparison, Ref. [7]). Thus, the theory is in-
variant with respect to the transformation TC and arrow of time disappears. We 
conclude that an universe is invariant with respect to the time reversal if the galax-
ies exist that consist of antimatter and time flows in the opposite (with respect 
to the «usual») direction. The net result is the connection between spindynamics 
(with its arrow of time) and the visible asymmetry between matter and antimat-
ter. It is evident from our consideration that the time reversal gives the natural 
explanation of the parity nonconservation in the so-called weak interactions. 

From the Lagrangians of spindynamics we derive the following relations for 
the variations: 

S£t = ^{s Ф | п д 4 ф ) + %-{5 ф | g t F № ) - im(S Ф |Qt®> + r^iY' + c.c. 

and 

£t = ^(s Ф | п д 4 Ф ) + ^{s Ф | д д а ) - im{s Ф |д 4 Ф) + + C.C. 

The components of the dual vector fields Yi and Yi can be found from the dual 
relations 

ViYi = {Qv5 Ф \QtФ), vi£i = {Qv5 Ф ^ Ф ) . 

Our result is the equations of spindynamics in the following geometrical (not 
explicitly dynamical) form: 

i — — — i — — * — * 
- ( д 4 п + п д 4 ) Ф = т д 4 Ф , - ( g t n + n g t ) Ф = mQt Ф, (20) 
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1 — — 1 — — * * 
- ( д 4 п + п д 4 ) Ф = т д 4 Ф , - ( g t n + n g t ) Ф = mQt Ф . (2i) 

We should like to remind that equations (20) and (21) are considered as dual to 
each other and characterize the dual «universes», that is why the full consideration 
is needed. 

We use the equations of spindynamics (20) and (21) to prove a very important 
result about the existence of the probability measure in the space of solutions and 
to recognize the unbroken spin symmetry. Our Lagrangians are invariant with 

* * 

respect to the phase transformations and we can put = гфФ, S ф = —гф ф , 
and the result is the equations 

У к Ск = 0, Ук Ск = 0. 

The components Cк and Ск of the dual 4-currents C and C can be found from 
the relations 

ViCC = {Qv Ф |Q tФ), viC = (Qv Ф ^ Ф ) . (22) 

To find the dual charge densities and the dual physical currents we set 

ск = гк (t, C) + C
 к

 — ^ ( t , C ) = ptk + J , 

Ск = гк (t, C) + Ск — гк(t, C ) = ргк + 1к. 

Since p = ЬкCк, p = ЬкСк, we have from (22) 

p = (Qt Ф ^ Ф ) = (QtQt Ф |QtQtФ) = (ФФ |Ф) = С 
* 

We have arrived at the needed fundamental result because (Ф |Ф) ^ 0 and 

(Ф |Ф) = 0 provide that Ф = 0. 
Let Ai be components of the potential a of the electromagnetic field. In 

accordance with (22), we write the dual Lagrangians of interactions of the elec-
tromagnetic field and the spinning field: 

£ i n t = qAiC = q(Qa Ф |QtФ), £ i n t = qAiC = Q Ф ^ Ф ) , 

where q is a constant of interaction. Taking into account the electromagnetic inter-
actions, we change equations (20) and (21) that can be realized as the substitution 
^i i — iqAi. 

The unbroken spin symmetry is very interesting since it represents the quater-
nion structure in spindynamics. It is evident that the operator of temporal parity 
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Qt commutes with the operator ^(QTLL + IIQT) a n d hence it acts in the space of 
solutions of equations (20) (the same for the operators Qt and ^-(Qtll + I IQt) . 
Further, in the definition of the dual operators H and H we substitute instead 
of the Riemann metric g^ the auxiliary metric g ^ , and hence we get the dual 
operators 

J = -HQtQt = QtHQt, J = -HQtQt = QHQt, 

which together with the operators Qt and Q t act in the space of solutions of the 
corresponding dual equations. The following relations: 

j 2 = J 2 = { _ 1 ) S s ± ^ E 

give for the case n = 4 

J 2 = -E, J 2 = -E, JQt + QtJ = 0, JQt + QtJ = 0. 

We set 
I = Qt, IJ = - J I = K, 

I = Q t , J = — JI = K, 

and the quaternion structure of the unbroken spin symmetry becomes evident. 
We introduce the phases 

f=\aI+l-pJ+l-1K, $ = l-al+ i / 3 J + , 

which generate the general elements of the dual quaternion groups Gq and Gq: 

S = exp(y) , S = exp((J5). 

The quaternion symmetry of spindynamics is the representation of SU(2) group. 
The Yang-Mills field is the dynamical manifestation of the quaternion symmetry 
of spindynamics. 

7. EQUATIONS OF SPINDYNAMICS IN HAMILTONIAN FORM 

From this moment we shall consider equation (20) only and shall not repro-
duce dual results (here we leave this exercise for a dual observer). Our goal is 
to represent the equations of spindynamics in the most symmetrical and obvi-
ously dynamical (Hamiltonian) form. We have the following relation between the 
Christoffel symbols of the auxiliary metric ^ • and the Riemann metric g ^ : 

t j k =Tjk +2tiVj tk, 
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and on this ground we shall find relations between the differential operators D 
and П (D and П) to derive dynamical equations of spindynamics from their 
geometrical representation (20) and (21). As the first step in this direction, we 
mention the formulae 

ViS* = ViS1 + 2 SkVttk = ViS\ = yfg. 

Uncovering the expression V ^ b i - i., =д1к^1'Фкг1-гр, we get 

- v V w - i p = VfcVfcii-iP - 2(Vfct )t ip tk )tl 

- 2tkVktl^lii-ip + 2ptl^ik[i2...ipVil]tk. 

Since the operator Dt can be presented as 

( D t ^ ) i i •• ip — Vt^ii-ip + p^k[i2-ip Vii ]tk, 

we obtain the following representation for П: 

П — D Z + 2QIt - 2(V t + фЕ)It, 

where H — Dt - V t , ф — Vktk. Further, let us introduce the operators 

A — Vi - tiVt, P — Qa, P — QA-

The operator П can be written as follows: 

П — QtVt + P Z + 2(fi - фЕ)It. 

Since Vi t k = Vi t k , 
n Q t - Q t n — -фZ + 2QZ. 

We write equation (20) 

and after substitutions and multiplication on the operator QtQt it takes the fol-
lowing form: 

(Vt + ^<p-QtPZ-Sl + EtIt)V = -mQtV. (23) 

The operator evolution T = Vt + \ ф has the property 

(A |T B|) + (B |T A) — Vk vk, 
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where vk = (A |B) tk and it is an analog of the evolution operator Dt + у in 
the theory of electromagnetic and gravitational fields [3]. We find the operator 
Vt + \y as the operator of evolution in spindynamics. Equation (23) being 
written in the component form looks like a very complicated and asymmetric. 
However, from this equation we shall derive equations of spindynamics in ev-
idently Hamiltonian and symmetrical form using the results obtained under the 
derivation of the really Maxwell equations in the evidently dynamical and general 
covariant form [3]. First of all, remind some definitions of the vector algebra 
and vector analysis in the four-dimensional and general covariant form [3]. The 
operator rot is defined for the vector fields as follows: 

(rotM)* = e ^ k % d k M i = ^ k % ( d k M i - d{Mk) . 

It is easy to see that 

(M, ro tN) + div[MN] = (rotM, N) , 

where 
[MN] i = eijkl t j Мк Nl 

is the vector product of two vector fields M and N , div M = V i M i . Thus, 
the operator rot is self-adjoint. To find eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this 
operator, one should consider the equation rot M = a M . We also mention that 
(grady)i = Ai у and 

rot grad = 0, div rot = 0. 

To apply formalisms of the vector analysis to equation (23), we consider the 
mapping of the spinning field 

Ф = (ф, фi, фij ,ф^к ,ф^ы) 

onto two scalars к and p, two pseudoscalars A and v, two vectors K and M , two 
pseudovectors L and N all orthogonal to the stream of time, 

(t, K) = (t, L) = (t, M ) = (t, N ) = 0. 

This mapping is defined as follows: 

к = ^ = A = l : t i e i j k ' ^ i j k , и = ^ e i j k ^ i j k h 3! l T i J k 4! 
1 
3!' 

К' = 1г1фт, Ш=1кфы, U = -hlemik^jkh W=t^ki, 

where Щ = J*. — t l t j , фкг = The inverse mapping has the form 

ф = p, фi = Ki + Kti, фij = t i M j - t j Mi + eijM tk N l, 
ф^к e m i j k L + t e i j k m A , фijkl eijkl v . 
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Further, we write the equation of spindynamics (23) in component form setting 
p = 0,1, 2, 3, 4 and after some transformations arrive at the following symmetric 
system of spindynamics equations which involves four scalar and four vector 
equations: 

(V t + ±<р)к 
(V t + У ) Х : 
(Vt + У)/Л : 
(Vt + \ip)v = 

V i K i — m/, 
V i L i — mv, 

•• V i M i + тк, 
V i N i + mX, 

(V t + = - ( r o t L)i + Ai к + то M i ; 

(V t + Ш и = (rot К ) ; + Л + то N^ 
('Vt + | ^ ) M i = (rot N) i + (j, - то Ki, 
(V t + i = - ( r o t M) i + Ai i s - m U -

We also write these fundamental equations in the invariant form 

(V t + = div K - m f i , 
(V t + = d i v L - mi/, 
(V t + |y>)/x = div M + то к, 
(V t + = div N + m A, 

('Vt + = - r o t L + grad к + m M , 
(V t + |y>)L = rot К + grad A + m N , 
(V t + | y ) M = rot N + grad ц - m K, 
(V t + = - r o t M + grad v - m L. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The dual operators J and J represent orient symmetry in spindynamics. Since 
J2 = J2 = —E, we can define the orient and antiorient states by the algebraic 
equations 

JФ = ±i Ф, .£Ф = ± i Ф. 

For the orient state JФ = iФ, we get 

к = iX, / = iv, Ki = i L i , Mi 

and the equations of spindynamics take the form 

(V t + = div K - m f i , 
(V t + = div M + то к, 

iNi 

(28) 

(29) ('Vt + = i rot К + grad к + то M , 
(V t + = —г rot M + grad ц - m K . 

Equations (28) and (29) (and similar them) correspond to the spin phenomena with 
given orient parity. From the first principles, it follows that the derived equations 
of spindynamics describe all phenomena connected with the spin symmetry and 
spin. We do not need to introduce the artificial concept of isotopic spin. 
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8. CONCEPT OF INTERNAL SPIN 

In this section, we consider a concept of internal spin which is visible in ex-
periments like Stern-Gerlach and after that consider the solution of equations (28) 
and (29) that corresponds to the artificial physical system known as a hydrogen 
atom. It has long been possible to dissociate diatomic hydrogen molecules at 
the laboratory, but the resulting hydrogen atoms recombine in less than a thou-
sandth of second to form new hydrogen molecules. It should be emphasized that 
all constructions connected with internal spin have sense only in the dimension 
n = 4. We start from the remark that the spin operator introduced earlier has 
an interesting representation in dimension n = 4. Let ti be components of a 
given unit vector field, then for any antisymmetric tensor field S j , we have the 
following representation: 

Sij = tiVj — tjVi + eijkitkwl, 

which we used under the derivation of the equations of spindynamics. Here v% 

are components of a vector field and wi are components of a pseudovector field 
orthogonal to the given vector field ti, (t, v) = 0, (t, w) = 0. The inverse 
mapping is defined as follows: 

Vi = tk Ski, wi = t^ Ski, Sij = —eijkiSkl. 

Setting N j = eijkltkwl, we get for the spin operator QS = QtAv + QN. It can 
be shown that QN = —QtAWH and hence 

QS = Qv*w = QtAv — QtAwH = Qt(Qv — QwH)• 

For the dual operator we have 

QS = Qv*w = Qt(Qv — Qw H )• 

It is easy to derive the following formulae: 

Qv*w = —(v2 + w 2 ) E + 2(v, w)H, Qv*w = —(v2 + w 2 ) E + 2(v, w)H• 

Now we carry over these results into spindynamics. Let us consider operators 
analogous to Qv*w and Qv*w: 

S-v* w = 2<3t(^v — LwJ) = 2 (QvQt + QwQtH)Z, 

Sv* w = 2<3t(^v — LwJ) = 2 (QvQt + QwQtH)Z, 
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where t represents in the given case a stream of time. We have 

S t w = \[{v2 - W2)E - 2(v, w ) Q t Q t H ] , 

SI*w = \I(V2 ~ w2)E - 2(v, w ) Q t Q t H } . 

By definition, SVTW and SVTW are the dual operators of internal spin, the first 
operator with respect to equation (21) and the second operator with respect to 
equation (20). From the formula for the square of the operators of internal spin 
we see that it is interesting to consider the anti-Hermitian operator 

So*w = -QwQtHZ = -QwQtH, v = o. 

Setting in this case 

5*1 = -QuQtH, = —QvQtH, S3 = -QwQtH, 

where u, v, w are three unit orthogonal vectors 

[uv] — w, [vw] — u, [wu] — v, 

and taking into account that S1S2 = j Q u Q v and UiVj — UjVi = —eijkitkw l, we 
get 

S1S2 — S2S1 = -QUAQV = ^QtQwH = —S3 

and similar relations for other commutators. Thus, for the Hermitian operators 
In — -ISN, / — 1, 2, 3, the following relations hold valid: 

I^Iv + Ivlfi = 

The operators IN of internal spin commute with the operator J and, hence, there 
is a state which is an eigenvector of the third component of internal spin and the 
operator of orient parity 

7Ф = ±ГФ, 73Ф = ± - Ф . 
2 

Let Fij — DIAj - Dj A« be tensor of the electromagnetic field, then 

F i j t i e j
 tjei + e i j k l T h , 
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where e i = tkFki are covariant components of electric field strength e and 
hi = tkFkj are covariant components of magnetic field strength h. The operators 

Se*h = ^(QeQt + iQhQtFt)Z7 

= QeQt + iQhQtH)Z 

represent additional potential energy due to the internal spin. We represent the 
density of this energy in the following dual forms: 

£is = l-{Qt Ф | ^ Ь Ф ) , £is = -{Qt Ф |SE*ЬФ). m m 

Further, we set 

£is —S 3 Fij, £is —S 3 Fij, 

and varying the vector potential Ai, we get 

5£is = - y i ( S i j 5Aj) + ViSij 5Aj. 

The dual vectors 
Sk = V i Sik, Sk = V i Sik 

are the dual spin currents. The spin currents satisfy the equation ViSn = 0 
identically and being the manifestation of the bipolar structure they outline the 
region of spin phenomena which should be investigated and understood. For the 
energy density of the internal spin we also introduce the following representation: 

£is = -Tz
sijFij = - \ s i j ( t i e j - tjei + eijkitkhl) = ekdk + hkdk. 

The vector 
dk = ti Ski 

represents the electrical dipole moment of spinning field, and the axial vector 

T = 

represents the magnetic dipole moment of spinning field. The dual case is con-
sidered quite analogously. 

We can consider the physical situation when the energy of internal spin and 
the gravitational effects are very small. In this case, the operator of internal spin 
may be realized as a quantum number. Let us consider this situation in more 
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detail. We prepare the state of spinning field Ф++ which is characterized as 
follows: it is a solution of the equations 

7Ф++ = ГФ++, 7 3 Ф + + = 

and the equations of spindynamics (28) and (29) in 4-dimensional Euclidean space 
and in a central field of electric charge q. In physical space R4 equation (4) 

( a ^ ) + ( л ? ) + ( л ? ) + ( ^ ь 4 ) = 1 

has two fundamental solutions 

<v 1 2 3 4N 1 1 I 2 2 , 3 3 , 4 4 f (u , u , u , u ) = a u + a u + a u + a u , 

where a = (a1, a2, a3, a4) is a unit constant vector (a • a) = 1, and 

f ( u \ u2, u3, u4) = v V ) 2 + (w2)2 + (и3)2 + (w4)2. 

These solutions define two causal structure in physical space in question. It is easy 
to see that the first causal structure corresponds to special relativity. Analytically, 
the lines of time are defined as a solution of the autonomous system of differential 
equations 

dul
 = ц df = f i = i 

dt duj 

The general solution is a straight line that goes through the fixed point u0 : 

и (t)=a (t —10)+ u0 • (30) 

The causal structure defines the interval as follows. Let 

u r = 2a (a • u)— u 

be the vector obtained by the reflection of the u with respect to the vector a . 
Then in the coordinates u1, u2, u3, u4 the interval can be presented as follows: 

s2 =u • u r= 2(a • u )2 — u • u = | u |2 cos2^>, 

where ф is an angle between a and u. To be sure that s is really well-
known interval, let us introduce the system of coordinates compatible with causal 
structure [3]. To this end, suppose that all initial data in (30) belong to the space 
cross section 

a • uo= to . (31) 
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Let us consider the natural system of four orthogonal unit vectors E o = a = 

(a1 , a2, a3, a 4 ) , E i = (—a4 , —a3, a2, a1), E2= (a3, —a4, —a1, a 2 ) , E 3 = 
(—a2, a1, —a4, a3). Now the general solution to equation (31) has the form 

и o = to Eo + x E 1 + y E 2 + z Eз . 

Substituting this representation into formula (30), we get и = t Eo + x E1 +y E2 

+ z E 3 . It is easy to see that in the coordinates t, x, y, z, 

2 , 2 2 2 2 S2 = t2 — X2 — y — z . 

The second causal structure requires separate investigation. 
We use the vector spherical harmonics Y j M ( в , ф) [12]. For the contravariant 

cyclic components of Y^M(в, ф) we found the following relations: 

( J - M + l ) ( 2 J + 3 ) v J + 1 

J+ 1 YJM1 (в,Ф) — 

i(J+M + l)(J + 2)^J+1 

J+ 1 

= [y/2(J -M + 2)YJ+1M-1(e, y)]e_|_i - WJ+M + lYJ+1M(e,f)}e0, 

"Y JjX\M^<p) 

/ ( J + M ) ( 2 J - i y J(J -M)(J - I ) j_x 
Y J Y J M (6», - Y -J Y J _ 1 M { 6 , cp) = 

[y/2(J+M-l)Yj-1M-1(e,<p)]e+1 + [Vj=MYj-1M(e,<p)]e 0. 

With these formulae and known relations for the vector spherical harmonics [12], 
the algebraic equations for Ф++ and equations of spindynamics (28) and (29) 
can be solved exactly and we arrive at Sommerfeld's formula for the hydrogen 
level at q = e. 

We can conclude from this consideration that these configurations of the 
spinning field represent an electron in a hydrogen atom and they are artificial. 
Indeed, for the preparation of this state we need to accomplish work over the 
system equal to the potential energy of internal spin and hence, hydrogen atoms 
should «annihilate» (and sufficiently quickly). In other words, decomposing 
molecular hydrogen we should observe a rapid recombination of hydrogen atoms. 
Really, the gas combines explosively in familiar environments to form molecular 
hydrogen. Thus, it is natural to suppose that molecular hydrogen is a form of 
manifestation of the internal spin which appears here and in all other cases as the 
«electron pairing». 
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9. SUMMARY 

Creation of the new concept of time [3] and the theory of potential fields [4] 
has resulted here in Theory of Self-Organization of the physical fields based on the 
principle of absolute objectivity and the existence of the absolutely objective truth. 
Theory of Self-Organization is the new, self-consistent, and integral structure in 
which geometry, symmetries, and fields are tightly connected and kept inseparable 
providing the adequate solution of the most difficult conceptual problems. For 
example, gefdynamics provides the natural solution of the problem of dark matter 
and gravidynamics gives the solution of the problem of dark energy identifying 
the dark energy with the energy of the gravitational field. In the dynamical 
Theory of Self-Organization all manifolds of phenomena are projected on the 
set of the four fundamental fields (the gravitational field, the temporal field, the 
general electromagnetic field, the spinning field) and, hence, these fields can be 
considered as the order parameters. In the static Theory of Self-Organization 
the temporal field is absent. The first principles and laws of self-organization 
of this defining system of fields are established and on this basis the novel 
theory of the spin phenomena is developed. It is shown, that spin is the diverse 
phenomenon which involves the concepts of the spinning field, spin symmetry 
with its bipolar structure, the equations of spinstatics and spindynamics as the 
natural and fundamental manifestation of bipolar structure, new understanding 
of the time reversal, unbroken spin symmetry with the concepts of internal spin 
and the spin current. Since the Theory of Self-Organization is integral structure, 
spindynamics involves all phenomena connected with spin. Hence, having in our 
disposal the bipolar structure of spin symmetry, we can maintain that observer 
does not need to consider the artificial concept of weak or strong isotopic spin. 
In this case, the geometrical and physical nature of the strong interactions can 
be understood only in the framework of the nontrivial causal structure defined 
by the temporal field. We can consider in the first approximation that physical 
space is 4-dimensional Euclidean space. It is easy to find that in R4 the basic 
equation (4) of the temporal field has two fundamental solutions. One of these 
solutions defines the causal structure that corresponds to the special relativity. 
The second solution is considered as the starting point for understanding the 
strong interactions on the basis of the new causal structure tightly connected with 
rotations. This work is now in progress. 

Spindynamics is mainly defined by the new field concept of time and as 
a consequence, the channel of the electromagnetic interactions, the Yang-Mills 
field and the internal spin are the manifestation of the temporal structure (with 
temporal field as a basic element). It is discovered that charge is the dynamical 
effect, a manifestation of the temporal structure in the framework of spindynamics. 
We establish that all spin phenomena are connected with spin symmetry which 
unifies a quite definite subset of really geometrical quantities and as a result the 
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new quality appears in the form of the spinning field. In this sense, spin is 
the collective effect. There is no special geometrical quantity to describe the 
manifestations of spin. The spinning field is the entity that can be in the different 
states defined by the unbroken spin symmetry. We demonstrated this for the 
case that is known as a hydrogen atom. The example of hydrogen atom shows 
clearly that in this case we cannot see the manifestations of internal spin, orient 
symmetry and the Yang-Mills field. We shall find the physical manifestations of 
internal spin in interplay with the Yang-Mills fields, orient and chiral symmetry, 
in the physics of atoms and molecules, atomic nucleus, in superconductivity 
and solid physics. This is evident since all these natural (non artificial) physical 
systems by their essence are the objects of Theory of Self-Organization and, hence, 
spindynamics as well. Spinstatics and spindynamics will permit experimentalist 
to avoid straightforward attempts to change a natural course of physical processes 
conjugated with enormous expenditure of energy and time. The probabilistic 
measure of spindynamics has a sufficient reason from different points of view 
and hence spindynamics is the integral structure and the adequate theory of the 
spin phenomena. 

For comparison, let us look at the historical development of Quantum Me-
chanics. From the geometrical point of view, in the Schrodinger theory the two 
real scalar fields are introduced and internal symmetry appears at first in the form 
of the complex scalar field. Here the principle of sufficient cause is substituted 
by the experiment but the question remains open. In the Dirac theory already 
the four complex scalar fields are introduced and, hence, it can be considered as 
the theory of the Higgs fields with nontrivial internal symmetry defined by the 
Dirac spin matrices [4]. In the electroweak theory and quantum chromodynamics 
the number of the scalar fields increases again and again and thus, the artificial 
internal symmetry is extended. This way of development of the theory looks like 
artificial and oriented on the explanation of the artificial phenomena since it is 
impossible to derive the theory of elementary particles from the first principles 
without understanding the essence of time. But nevertheless the final judgment 
should be leaved to the future development of the theory and experiment. 

The general conclusion is rather evident and lies in the fact that Theory of 
Self-Organization of Physical Fields helps to understand and unify basic struc-
tures, the beauty of physics and geometry, and opens quite new possibilities for 
investigations in both physics and mathematics. In the last case we mention the 
informal unification of all mathematics for which we have a ready approach in 
the form of self-organization. 
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